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Haier hlp21n pulsator 1-cubic-foot portable washer

So, you are looking for Haier HLP21N reviews. Actually, this washing machine is one of the hotly sold washing machines. It is completely compact in size. Because of its attractive properties, people cannot turn away. They like its transferability. In addition, it is part of the friendly and handy design that
most customers are looking for. There is also an electrical control with LED display. It can be used to select the water level for your clothing. The LED light status allows you to know whether your machine is working or not. This Haier Compact can charge up to 6 pounds of clothing at a time. Obviously,
this is great for a kind of washing machine. The weight of this washing machine is 43 pounds. This Haier machine works quietly. So you can set it in your bedroom. The installation process of this washing machine is very simple. Adding water is also easy. It also has smooth rolling casters. For this reason,
HLP21N has become one of the best on the market. In addition, its adjustable levelling leg will help to place it in a rough area. This model is no longer manufactured-confirmed by HaierClick Here for similar products with Best PriceHaier HLP21N is designed for Haier Pulsator 1-cubic foot is primarily
designed for a single person, a couple, a student or a small family. It is a perfect choice for residential areas such as small apartments, mobile homes that have limited space. This washing machine is also perfect for such types of people who often need to change their residents.Compact and Portable
DesignHaier hlp21n Pulsator 1-cubic foot portable washing machine has a compact design that allows to be installed in such types of residential areas that are limited by the space. You can also use this Haier washing machine in dormitories, condominiums, campers and camping. In addition, its four
wheels allow it to be easily moved. The simple installation HLP21N can be connected to any 120 volt socket. Its inlet and outlet hose and adapter give you the best fit for all times. Maximizes the washing loadThe agitator is missing. Thus, the maximum load of the laundry can be charged at the same time
per washing cycle. Simple programmable digital controlYou can use the touchpad to select heavy, normal or fast washing cycles and low, medium or high electronically controlled water levels. Really these are suitable for your load. A pause button is also included. You can easily pause the cycle to add
more laundry. The upper lid is made of transparent materials. So you can monitor your laundry. LED indicator lights indicate the washing cycle status. Once laundry is done, there is an alarm signal. This means that you don't have to stay next to the washing machine all the time. In the meantime, you can
do other household chores. Gentle it and effective washingLike any other traditional washing machine, this Haier HLP21N does not use a stirrer, but a pulsator system. For this reason, it makes a powerful, effective and yet gentle washing effect without Movement generated by a stirrer. Obviously this
makes it suitable for delicate and baby clothes. Here, too, the washing values are controlled electronically. This prevents unnecessary waste of water per cycle. Features At a glancePortable washing machine, 1 cubic foot stainless steel tub, loads up to 6 pounds.3 Water level with washing cycles.
Electrical controllers with LED indicator warnings. Works in quiet cycle status signal, adjustable levelling leg. Easy installation, quickly networked sink adapter added. Dimensions approx. 17-1/4 x 17-3/5 x 30 inches. TakeawayHaier has fame in the manufacture of washing machines. Your Haier HLP21N
model washing machine has achieved an enormous positive customer satisfaction. It may be a good decision for you to buy this. I hope it will provide you with a long time service. Please leave a comment on the features of this washing machine you like. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries
Haier HLP21N Pulsator 1-Cubic-Foot Portable Washer | HLP21N General Dimensions &amp; Weight Settings, Controls &amp; Indicators End of Cycle, On-Off Display Light Washing Machine Special Programs &amp; Options Delicate, Hand Wash, Heavy Duty, Normal, Quick Wash, Plumbing, Soak,
White Power Various Head Washers &amp; Dryers Included Accessories This model is no longer manufactured If you have limited space, this is the machine for you. Its compact size and portability make it ideal for apartment, holiday home or mobile home life. View through the clear lid as one of three
washing cycles and three water levels turn clothing around the d Easily connects the water hose to the faucet Provides flexibility to slightly shift for different surface levels washing machine between thinkers and storage Wash Basket TypeStainless Steel Total capacity (cubic feet)1.0 cu ft washing
mechanismPulsator control typeElectronic water levels3 Additional washing machine Sewing centerAdjustable Quick Connect Sink Adapter Washing Machine Control FunctionsEnd-of-Cycle Signal Laundry CyclesDelicates, Heavy Duty Cycle, Normal, Speed Wash Maximum Spin Speed700 RPM Number
of Cycles7 Wash/Rinse TemperaturesFaucet Controlled Total Height30.0 in The Total Width17.62 5 in approximate shipping weight52.0 lb Total depth17.25 in net weight43.0 lb parts warranty2-5 years, 2-7 years stainless steel Wash Basket Laboratory Warranty1 year Wash Basket Type Stainless Steel
Total capacity (cubic foot) 1.0 cu ft Additional washing machine functions adjustable leveling feet , Caster, clear glass lid, filling and drain hoses included, heavy rollers included, Quick Connect Sink adapter washing machine control End-of-Cycle Signal Waschzyklen Delicates, Heavy Duty Cycle, Normal,
Speed Wash Maximum Spin Speed 700 RPM Wash/Rinse Temperaturen Faucet Controlled Approximate Shipping Weight 52.0 lb Parts Warranty 2-5 Year Cabinet Cabinet 2-7 years stainless steel washing basket error in the processing of your request. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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